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Cat rcinoid Tumours
Carcinoid tumours or argentiffinomas have

recently attracted much attention because it has
been found that thev produce serotonin. I'hese
tumours may occur in the appendix, small intes-
tine, large intestine or occasionally elsewhere;
they are usually benign but may become malignant
and sometimes they are multiple.

Few, if any, symptoms are produced by the
benign tumour and they are usually only dis-
covered during the course of a laparotomy or the
removal of an appendix which has only caused
vague and indefinite symptoms. On the other
hand, once metastases have reached the liver the
whole clinical picture changes due to the fact that
the serotonin produced by the tumour can now
reach the systemic circulation. Serotonin is
destroyed in the liver and this effectively prevents
this substance from reaching the systemic circu-
lation when the tumour is still confined to the
alimentary tract. MIetastases in the liver are
active and produce this substance in large quan-

tities which enters the hepatic veins and the
inferior vena cava. Serotonin is again destroyed
in the lungs but not as rapidly as in the liver and
so some reaches the aorta and the general circu-
lation. This means that the peculiar clinical
features of this tumour are confined to those
patients who have widespread disseminated disease
and are therefore incurable; nevertheless, thev
are of great interest.

Patients with liver metastases from a carcinoid
tumour present the following clinical features
due to the serotonin. They get attacks of patchy
flushing particularly of the face and arms, usually
after eating a meal, and in some the flush spreads
over the whole body. In an attack the pulse
rate rises. Later the patient develops the clinical
syndrome of right heart failure, due perhaps to
triaspid and pulmonary valvular stenosis but
more probably because of the vasoconstrictor
action of the serotonin on the pulmonary
arterioles.
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